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of the Future
Welcome Home
The thing that will surprise you most about this super
luxury, fuliy equipped residence is the fact that it has a
wheel at each corner.
Such luxury as the latest enamel kitchen and sink
units, two cubic foot fridge, single or double beds and
separate toilet compartment normally comes only
with a house tied firmly to its foundations.
But because this is the Volkswagen Vision motor
caravan it has something no house could offer-a 'go
as you please' and 'go where you please' versatility
that leaves the ordinary house buyer holding his head
in dismay.

Soft furnishings are luxurious dralon curtains
all round. Carpets are an expensive wool twist with a
five year guarantee. And for the businessman, part of
the seating lifts out to carry goods-and help him
re-claim his VAT.
The Volkswagen Vision. It could change your views
on buying your next motor caravan-even your
next house.
Fill in the coupon today for a Vision of the Future.

Volkswagen's rear engine gives a sure-footed fraction
that ensures genuine 'off the road' capability when
camping in the wild and back on the road the allindependent suspension, choice of four or five speed
gearboxes (plus automatic) gives speed and economy
between sites. Two power options in petrol and a
diesel or turbo diesel leaves the competition sadly
lacking when it comes to choice.
There's even a four wheel drive option if you're
contemplating crossing the Sahara on your next
holiday adventure.
As you can see, the Vision has genuine 'L shaped
lounge to pamper you at every stop. A few simple
operations and the lounge turns into either a giant
double bed or two singles. A simple foldaway divider
divides off part of the vehicle when a toilet
compartment is required and folds away when it is not.

Approved
Converters

See the all-new Vision high top and Villa 3.
OR stamp brings full colour
brochure of the 1986 Richard Holdsworth VW
range.
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